
Draw lines between the 

pairs of antonyms.

Rewrite this sentence 

adding a dash for emphasis.

Dad found his wallet it was in 

his coat pocket.
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Read these words:

percentage   century   

centimetre

Tick what you think the root word 

‘cent’ means:

 measure

 section

 hundred

 large

Can you think of another word 

with 'cent' 

as a root?

fb

wild

depart

near

Clumsy Mr Whoops has 

lost the antonyms 

to these words.  Can 

you help him to 

add ‘in’, ‘im’ or ‘ir’ 

prefixes?

c

proper

rational

under

tame

above

far

arrive

e
Can you replace all the missing punctuation in 

the following sentences?

there are several active 

volcanoes in hawaii 

would you like to visit one

the lava which was scorching 

and unforgiving soon engulfed 

the village

In the spaces, write the word 

class of each of the missing words. 

Use the words from the list given. The 

first one has been done for you.

conjuction   verb   pronoun   adjective   preposition

Mr Twit didn’t even bother to (     verb    ) his 

mouth wide when he ate. (                    ) a 

result of him never washing, there were always 

(               ) bits of old breakfasts, lunches and 

suppers sticking to the hairs around (            ) face. 

By sticking out his tongue and curling it sideways 

to explore the hairy jungle (                   ) his 

mouth, he was always able to find a tasty morsel 

here and there to nibble on.

d

A Shorter

A Shorter



A Shorter

A Shorter

A Shorter



A Shorter

A Shorter



Draw lines between the 

pairs of antonyms.

Rewrite this sentence 

adding a dash for emphasis.

Dad found his wallet it was in 

his coat pocket.

Dad found his wallet – it was in

 his coat pocket.      
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Read these words:

percentage   century   centimetre

Tick what you think the root word 

‘cent’ means:

 measure

 section

 hundred

 large

Can you think of another word with 

'cent' as a root?
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e.g. centipede, percent, centenary, 

centurion, etc.

fb

wild

depart

near

Clumsy Mr Whoops has 

lost the antonyms 

to these words.  Can 

you help him to 

add ‘in’, ‘im’ or ‘ir’ 

prefixes?

c

proper

rational

improper

irrational

under

tame

above

far

arrive

e
Can you replace all the missing punctuation in 

the following sentences?

There are several active 

volcanoes in Hawaii.

Would you like to visit one?

The lava, which was scorching 

and unforgiving, soon engulfed 

the village.

In the spaces, write the word 

class of each of the missing words. 

Use the words from the list given. The 

first one has been done for you.

conjuction   verb   pronoun   adjective   preposition

Mr Twit didn’t even bother to (     verb    ) his 

mouth wide when he ate. (  conjunction   ) a 

result of him never washing, there were always 

(  adjective  ) bits of old breakfasts, lunches 

and suppers sticking to the hairs around                        

(  pronoun  ) face. By sticking out his tongue and 

curling it sideways to explore the hairy jungle        

(  preposition  ) his mouth, he was always able to 

find a tasty morsel here and there to nibble on.

d

A Shorter

A Shorter



A Shorter

A Shorter

A Shorter



A Shorter

A Shorter


